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a b s t r a c t
Besides integers and short character strings, current applications require storing photos,
videos, genetic sequences, multidimensional time series, large texts and several other
types of “complex” data elements. Comparing them by equality is a fundamental concept
for the Relational Model, the data model currently employed in most Database Manage-
ment Systems. However, evaluating the equality of complex elements is usually senseless,
since exact match almost never happens. Instead, it is much more significant to evaluate
their similarity. Consequently, the set theoretical concept that a set cannot include the
same element twice also becomes senseless for data “sets” that must be handled by
similarity, suggesting that a new, equivalent definition must take place for them. Targeting
this problem, this paper introduces the new concept of “similarity sets”, or SimSets for
short. Specifically, our main contributions are: (i) we highlight the central properties of
SimSets; (ii) we develop the basic algorithm required to create SimSets from metric
datasets, ensuring that they always meet the required properties; (iii) we formally define
unary and binary operations over SimSets; and (iv) we develop an efficient algorithm to
perform these operations. To validate our proposals, the SimSet concept and the tools
developed for them were employed over both real world and synthetic datasets. We
report results on the adequacy, stability, speed and scalability of our algorithms with
regard to increasing data sizes.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Traditional Database Management Systems (DBMS) are
severely dependent on the concept that a set never includes
the same element twice. In fact, the Set Theory is the main
mathematical foundation for most existing data models,
including the Relational Model [1]. However, current appli-
cations are much more demanding on the DBMS, requiring it
to handle increasingly complex data, such as images, audio,
long texts, multidimensional time series, large graphs and
genetic sequences.
Complex data elements must be compared by similarity,
since it is generally senseless to use identity to compare
them [2]. A typical example is the decision making process
that physicians do when analyzing images of medical
exams. Exact match provides very little help here, as it is
highly unlikely that identical images exist, even within
exams from the same patient. On the other hand, it is often
important to retrieve related past cases to take advantage of
their analysis and treatment, by searching for similar images
from previous patients’ exams. Thus, similarity search is
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almost mandatory, for this example and also for many
others, such as in data mining [3], duplicate document
detection [4], whether forecast and complex data analysis
in general.
As exact match on pairs of complex elements seldom
occurs or makes sense, the usual concept of “sets” also blurs
for these data, suggesting that a new, equivalent concept
must take place. With that in mind, the main questions we
answer here are:
1. What concept equivalent to “sets” is appropriate for
complex data?
2. How to design novel operations and algorithms that allow
it to be naturally embedded into existing DBMS?
The problem stems from the need to compare complex
data elements by similarity, as opposed to comparing them by
equality, which is the standard strategy used in traditional
data (i.e., data in numeric or in short character string
domains). To support similarity comparisons, it is common
to represent the dataset in a metric space. This space is
formally defined asM¼ 〈S; d〉, in which S is the data domain
and d:S S-Rþ is a distance function that meets the
following properties for any s1; s2; s3AS: Identity: dðs1; s2Þ
¼ 0-s1 ¼ s2; Non-negativity: 0odðs1; s2Þo1 , s1as2;
Symmetry: dðs1; s2Þ ¼ dðs2; s1Þ and Triangular inequality:
dðs1; s2Þrdðs1; s3Þþdðs3; s2Þ.
Another fact distinguishes complex data even more from
traditional data: ordering properties does not hold among
complex data elements. One can say only that two elements
are equal or different, as in a general case there is no rule
that allows sorting the elements. As a consequence, the
relational operators o , r , 4 and Z cannot be used for
comparisons. Moreover, since exact match rarely occurs or
makes sense here, the identity-based operators ¼ and a
are also almost useless. Therefore, only similarity-based
operations can be performed over complex data.
The main similarity-based comparison operations are the
similarity range and k-nearest neighbor. In this paper we
represent similarity-based selection using the same tradi-
tional notation of selections based on identity and relation-
ship ordering [1], that is: σ Sθsqð ÞT, in which T is a relation, S is
an attribute from T in domain S, sqAS is a constant, called
the query center, and θ is a comparison operator valid in S.
The similarity range selection uses θ¼ Rqðd; ξÞ and retrieves
the elements siAS, such that dðsi; sqÞrξ. Likewise, the k-
nearest neighbor selection uses θ¼ kNNðd; kÞ and retrieves
the k elements in S nearest to sq.
This paper defines a concept equivalent to “sets” for
complex data: the “similarity sets”, or SimSets for short. In
a nutshell, a SimSet is a set of complex elements without
any two elements “too similar” to each other, mimicking
the definition that a set of scalar elements does not
contain the same element twice. Although intuitive, this
concept brings some interesting issues, such as:
 Among many “too similar” elements, how to select the
SimSet that best represents the original set?
 What properties hold for SimSets, and how to maintain
them along with dataset modifications?
 What operations are available for SimSets?
 How to handle SimSets on real data?
In this paper we formally define the concept of SimSets
and develop basic resources to handle them in a database
environment, as well as binary operators to manipul-
ate SimSets. Specifically, our main contributions are as
follows:
1. Concept and properties: We introduce the concept of
SimSets, its terminology and its most important
properties.
2. Binary operations: We define binary operations to be
used with SimSets, such as union, intersection and
difference. We also derive useful operations to handle
SimSets in DBMS, such as insert, delete and query.
3. Algorithms: We propose the algorithm Distinct to
extract SimSets from any metric dataset, and the algo-
rithm BinOp to execute the proposed binary operations
with SimSets. Both were carefully designed to be
naturally embedded into existing DBMS.
4. Evaluation on real and synthetic data: We evaluate
SimSets on three real world applications to show that
they can improve analysis processes, besides providing
a better conceptual underpinning for similarity search
operations. Experiments on synthetic data are also
reported to demonstrate that our algorithms are stable,
fast and scalable to increasing dataset sizes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses our driving applications as well as some of the
many other real world scenarios that may benefit from our
SimSets. Section 3 reviews background concepts. Section 4
discusses related work. A precise definition of SimSets is
given in Section 5, while Sections 6 and 7 respectively
present algorithms to extract SimSets from metric datasets
Table 1
Table of symbols.
Symbol Description
T;T1;T2 Database relations
R;S;T Data domain
R; S; T Sets of elements, from R;S;T respectively
ri ; si ; ti Elements in a set (riAR, siAS, tiAT)
σ Relational selection operator
€σ Similarity selection operator
δ^ Similarity extraction operator
ξ Similarity threshold
d Distance function (metric)
¼^ ξ Sufficiently similar operator
^ Equivalent expression
≢^ Not equivalent expression
R^
ξ
; S^
ξ
; T^
ξ ξ-Similarity-sets
G^
ξ A ξ-similarity graph
PS^
ξðSÞ The ξ-similarity cover of a set S
λ A extraction policy
The similarity union operator
The similarity intersection operator
^ The similarity difference operator
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and to perform binary operations over them. Finally, Section
8 reports the experiments performed, and Section 9 con-
cludes the work. The symbols used in this paper are listed
in Table 1.
2. Applications
Several real world applications may benefit from our
SimSets.
 Information Retrieval Systems would be more effective
in querying sets of documents if they avoid reporting
similar texts.
 In Social Networks, one may better rank images by
discarding those that are similar to others already posted.
 Mobile carriers may better select spots to install anten-
nas by avoiding “similar” ones, i.e., those spots that
would lead to covering areas with large overlap.
 In a Movie Library, video sequences may be automati-
cally identified by selecting frames significantly distinct
from others, even within the same shot.
 Similar requirements also appear in many other appli-
cations, and, in all of them, we want a query envir-
onment able to handle the “too similar” concept of SimSets.
To validate our proposals, in this paper we investigated
the following three real world scenarios:
1. Climate monitoring: We analyzed a network of ground
sensors that collect climate measurements within meteor-
ological stations. In this setting, the SimSets allowed us to
identify sensors that recurrently report similar measure-
ments, aimed at turning some of them off for energy
saving. Our findings also point out which areas require
more or less sensors based on the similarity from the data
estimated by a climate forecasting model.
2. Territory reaching: We analyzed the geographical coordi-
nates of nearly 25,000 cities in the USA. In this setting, the
SimSets allowed us to identify strategical cities to reach a
broad territory coverage with just a few hubs, based on
their geographical positions relative to the neighboring
cities. These results may be useful in many real situations,
such as for a company that needs to pick strategical cities
to build new branches, for the government, when selecting
ideal places to install new airports, or for a businessman
that wishes to advertise a new product by positioning just
a few outdoors in strategic locations.
3. Car traffic control and maintenance: We analyzed the
coordinates of street and road intersections from three
important regions in the USA. In this setting, the
SimSets allowed us to automatically identify vital road
intersections that require constant maintenance and
close monitoring, being the most relevant ones in
studies of car traffic control.
3. Background
The problem of extracting SimSets that best represent
the original set S involves representing the similarities
occurring among every pair of elements in S as a graph.
The extraction of a SimSets from a set S is therefore closely
related to the concept of “independent dominating sets” –
IDS – from the Graph Theory [5]. For a graph G¼ fV ; Eg
composed of a set of vertices V and set of edges E, an IDS is
another graph G^ ¼ fV^ ; E^g; V^DV and E^ ¼∅, such that for
any vertex viAV and vj =2V V^ , it exists least one edge
ðvi; vjÞAE connecting vi to at least a vertex in V^ . Finding an
IDS is a NP-hard optimization problem and requires a
polynomial time to be solved [5].
For any given graph G, it is possible that several IDSs
exist. We are specially interested in those with either the
minimum or the maximum cardinalities, and even those
cannot be unique. Thus, assuming that SimSets can be
formulated as a graph-based derivation of IDSs, in this
paper we propose the algorithm Distinct, an approximate
solution that quickly and accurately find SimSets as IDSs
having both maximum and minimum cardinality. Altho-
ugh it is not proved that the algorithm generates the exact
IDSs (and thus we say it is approximate), in practical
evaluations our algorithm always found the exact answers,
even when processing large datasets.
4. Related work
There is substantial work in the literature aimed at
developing or improving similarity operators, and now
there are works aimed at including them into DBMS. Silva
et al. [6] investigate how the similarity-based operators
interact with each other. The work describes architectural
changes required to implement several similarity opera-
tors in a DBMS, and it also shows how these operators
interact both with each other and with regular operators.
Along with equivalence rules for similarity operators,
query execution plans for similarity joins are designed to
interact with similarity grouping and similarity join opera-
tors, aimed at enabling faster query executions. The work
of Budikova et al. [7] proposes a query language that
allows to formulate content-based queries supporting
complex operations, such as similarity joins.
A solution for multi-resolution select-distinct (MRSD)
query is given by Nutanong et al. [8]. They proposed a
solution for displaying locations of data entries on online
maps where the user can manipulate the display window
and zoom level to specify an area of interest.
Some approaches focus on similarity join for string
datasets. In such cases, the Edit-distance (including its
weighted version) [9], the cosine similarity [10,11] and the
Jaccard coefficients [12] are commonly used to measure
(dis)similarity. The work of Xiao [12] presents an algo-
rithm to handle duplicates in string data, aimed at tackling
diverse problems, such as web page duplicate detection
and document versioning, considering that each object is
composed of a list of tokens that can be ordered. The
authors propose filtering techniques that explore the
token ordering to detect duplicates, and assume that the
larger the number of tokens in common, the more similar
the objects will be.
A mix of positional and prefix filtering algorithms were
created to solve a specific similarity join problem. The
work of Emrich et al. [13] improves the performance of
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AkNNQ (All k-nearest neighbor queries), developing a techni-
que to prune branches that exploits trigonometric properties
to reduce the search space, based on spherical regions. That
technique was also employed by Jacox [14] to improve
similarity join algorithms over high dimensional datasets,
leading to the method called QuickJoin. An improvement on
the QuickJoin method was proposed by Fredriksson et al. [15]
based on the QuickSort algorithm, modifying components of
the previous QuickJoinmethod to improve the execution time.
The performance of AESA (Approximating and Eliminating
Search Algorithm) and its derived methods was improved by
Ban [16]. It uses geometric properties to define lower bounds
for approximate distances over the metric spaces. Most of the
trigonometric properties derive from geometrical properties
of the embedding space and are applicable only to positive
semi-definite metric spaces. Fortunately, as the authors high-
light, many of the commonly used metric spaces are positive
semi-definite [17]. Zhu et al. [18] investigated the cosine
similarity problem. As in several studies that require a mini-
mum threshold to perform the computation, this work pro-
poses to use the cosine similarity to retrieve the top-k most
correlated object pairs. They first identify an upper bound
property, by exploiting a diagonal traversal strategy, and then
they retrieve the required pairs. Some related works also focus
on solving particular problems, such as sensor placement [19]
and classification [20].
The selection of representative objects that are not too
similar to each other has already been addressed in metric
spaces as a selection of pivots. The method Sparse Spatial
Selection – SSS [21] is a greedy algorithm able to choose a
set of objects (i.e., pivots) that are not too close to each
other, based on a distance threshold α. SSS targets the use
of few pivots to improve the efficiency of similarity sear-
ches in metric spaces. In fact, although the set of pivots is
in some ways connected to the concept of SimSets, SSS
does not necessarily obtain the same result that the
SimSets may produce, once the latter control the cardin-
ality of the resulting dataset.
Result diversification can improve the quality of results
retrieved by user queries [22]. The usual approach is to
consider that there is a distance threshold to find elements
that are considered very similar in the query result. Then,
similar elements in the result are filtered so the final result
contains only dissimilar elements [23,24]. In this paper, we
do not focus on filtering or improving similarity queries
quality, but extracting sets of elements with no similarity
between them under a threshold ξ.
Clustering techniques dealing with complex data usually
explore subspaces of high dimensionality datasets to find
patterns. A recent survey can be found in [25]. Althoughmany
methods are typically super-linear in space or execution time,
the Halite method [26] is a fast and scalable clusteringmethod
that uses a top-down strategy to analyze the point distribu-
tion in the full dimensional space by performing a multi-
resolution partition of the space to create a “counting tree”
data structure. Therefore, the tree is searched to find clusters
by using convolution masks and the final clusters are blended
together if they overlap.
Although clustering methods can be adapted to gen-
erate SimSets, some limitations come out when the ele-
ments are not distributed in clusters, or the clusters do not
present adequate clustering radius, or when the clusters
blend together. Then, we claim that the best approach to
extract SimSets is to find independent dominant sets.
In spite of the several qualities found in the existing
techniques to handle similarity operations, none of them
thoroughly consider the existence of “too similar” ele-
ments in the dataset, which is necessary for the creation of
a concept equivalent to “sets” for complex data. In this
paper we present a conceptual basis to tackle the problem,
by formally defining the concept of SimSets. Specifically,
we present the concept of SimSets and its properties, as
well as unary and binary similarity operations to be exe-
cuted over SimSets as part of a query engine. Note that we
take into account both the concepts of similarity and “too
similar” to perform the retrieval operations.
5. The similarity-set concept
Comparing two complex elements by equality has little
interest. Thus, exact comparison must give ground to
similarity comparison, where pairs of elements close eno-
ugh should be accounted as representing “the same” real
world object for the purposes of the application at hand.
The relational model depends on the concept that the
comparison of two values in a given domain using the
equality comparison operator “¼” results true if and only
if the two values are the same. Therefore, when an app-
lication requires that two very similar (but not exactly
equal) values si and sj refer to the same object, the equality
operator should be replaced by a “sufficiently similar”
comparison operator. We formally define this concept as
follows.
Definition 5.1 (Sufficiently ξ-similar). Given a metric
space M¼ S; d  and two elements si; sjAS, we say that
si and sj are sufficiently similar up to ξ, if dðsi; sjÞrξ, where
ξ stands for the minimum distance that any two elements
must be separated to be accounted as being distinct.
Whenever that condition applies, it is denoted as si ¼^ ξsj
and we say that si is ξ-similar to sj,1 where ξ is called the
“similarity threshold”.
Taking into account the properties of a metric space, it
follows that the ¼^ ξ comparison operator is reflexive
(si ¼^ ξsi) and symmetric (si ¼^ ξsj ) sj ¼^ ξsi), but it is not
transitive. Therefore, for any sh; si; sjAS, such that sh ¼^ ξsi
and si ¼^ ξsj, it is not guaranteed that sh ¼^ ξsj. In fact, it is
easy to prove that the ¼^ ξ comparison operator is transi-
tive if and only if ξ¼ 0, and in this case “ ¼^ 0” is equivalent
to “¼”.
The idea that a set never has the same element twice
must be acknowledged when pairs of ξ-similar elements
are accounted as being the same, so they should not occur
twice in the set. To represent this idea we propose the
concept of “similarity-set” as follows.
Definition 5.2 (ξ-Similarity-set). A ξ-similarity-set S^
ξ
is a
set of elements from a metric domain M¼ S; d , S^ξ S,
1 The symbol “ ”̂ superimposed to an operator or set indicates the
similarity-based variant of the operator or set.
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such that there is no pair of elements si; sjA S^
ξ
where
si ¼^ ξsj. We say that S^
ξ
is a ξ-similarity-set (or a “ξ-simset”
for short) that has ξ as its similarity threshold.
Similarity-set is a concept aimed at working with
similarity in a set of objects, where we want to ensure
that two elements “too similar” do not interfere with the
similarity-based operations. Thus, in the same way as we
use distance functions to measure similarity – where
larger values represent less similar elements – we call a
Simset as a set where there are no elements too similar.
Note that varying ξ generates different similarity-sets.
This is why the symbol ξ is attached to the ξ-simset
symbol: S^
ξ
. We may omit ξ in S^ when it is clear or not
relevant in the discussion context. The value of ξ depends
on the application, on the metric d and on the features
extracted from each element si to allow comparisons.
Given a bag of elements (that is, a collection where
elements can repeat), it is straightforward to extract a set
with all elements represented there. But, extracting a
simset from a set S for any ξ40 is not. Part of the increased
complexity derives from the fact that there may exist
many distinct ξ-simsets within a set S. For example, let
us consider a set of points in a 2-dimensional space using
the Euclidean distance, as shown in Fig. 1(a). A set of
points associated with distance ξ¼ 2 produces many
distinct 2-simsets. Examples are fp2; p5g from Fig. 1(b),
fp1; p3; p4g from Fig. 1(c) and fp3; p4; p5g from Fig. 1(d), since
the distance between p2 and p5 is greater than 2, and it
also happens for p1, p3 and p4, and for p3, p4 and p5.
Extracting a ξ-simset S^
ξ
from a set S involves represent-
ing every ξ-similarities occurring among pairs of elements
in S in a ξ-Similarity Graph, which is defined as follows.
Definition 5.3 (ξ-Similarity graph). Let S be a dataset in a
metric space and ξ be a similarity threshold. The corre-
sponding ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðSÞ ¼ fV ; Eg is a graph where
each node viAV corresponds to an element siAS, and
there is an edge vi; vj
 
AE if and only if si ¼^ ξsj. .
Fig. 1(e) illustrates the ξ-similarity graph for the exam-
ple dataset in Fig. 1(a), considering ξ¼ 2. It is important to
note that, given the ξ-simgraph of S, the following rule
allows checking if S is a ξ-simset or not:
⋆ The ξ-Similarity Graph G^
ξðSÞ has the set of edges E¼∅
if and only if S is a ξ-simset.
Only this rule is not enough to extract a ξ-simset from a
set, as selecting only few (even none) elements that do not
share a single edge meets that rule, but it is possible that
elements far from every one selected are excluded too.
Fig. 1. (a) A 2-dimensional toy dataset; (b)–(d) examples of 2-simsets produced from our toy dataset using the Euclidean distance; (e) corresponding
ξ-similarity graph for ξ¼ 2.
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Thus, there is another restriction that must be followed to
“extract” a ξ-simset S^
ξ
from a set S, which is defined as
follows.
Definition 5.4 (Similarity-set extraction). Let SS be a set
existing in a metric domainM¼ S; d . A ξ-simset S^ξ is a ξ-
extraction from S if and only if S^
ξ
DS, there is no pair of
elements si; sjA S^
ξ
such that si ¼^ ξsj, and for every element
skAS{S^
ξ
there is at least one element siA S^
ξ
, such that
sk ¼^ ξsi.
Notice that although a ξ-simset S^
ξ
DSS exists inde-
pendent from S, an ξ-extraction from S is always associated
to S. Following this definition, the ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðS^Þ
is a maximum/minimum independent dominant set of
graph G^
ξðSÞ. Also, note that it is possible to ξ-extract sev-
eral distinct ξ-simsets from a given set S. We name the set
of all possible ξ-extractions of ξ-simsets from S as its ξ-
Similarity cover, which is defined as follows.
Definition 5.5 (Similarity-cover). Let SS be a set exist-
ing in a metric domain M¼ S; d . The power set PS^ξðSÞ,
called the ξ-Similarity Cover of a set S , is the set of all ξ-
similarity-sets that can be ξ-extracted from S.
For example, consider the example dataset S shown in
Fig. 1. The ξ-Similarity Cover for ξ¼ 2 is the power set
PS^
2ðSÞ ¼ ffp2; p5g; fp1; p3; p4g; fp3; p4; p5gg, as those are the
possible ξ-simset ξ-extracted from S.
5.1. Similarity-sets in databases
To integrate the concept of simsets to DBMS, it is necessary
to extend its basic formulation to meet the requirements of
those systems. The multitude of possible answers when
extracting a simset from a set occur with any operation invol-
ving simsets. Therefore, one of the extensions needed to inte-
grate simsets to DBMSs is a way to reduce the several dis-
tinct answers available to operate simsets, and in particular a
technique to extract a ξ-simset from a set S. A useful solution
is to accept an additional restriction to drive the operation,
which we represent as λ and call as a “policy”. There are two
kinds of policies that can be taken into account:
– External policy – As S is the set of attribute values stored
in the tuples of a relation (it is the active domain of the
attribute), the values of other attributes in the same
tuple can be used to choose the set in PS^
ξðSÞ that best
fulfills the user's requirement;
– Internal policy – Impose additional restrictions over the
extraction process, in a way that the extracted ξ-simset
has another property besides being an ξ-extraction
from S, without considering any external information.
Exploring external policies for ξ-simsets is interesting
for several applications, such as to handle user's prefer-
ences [27] and diversity among similarity query results
[28]. However, to better exploit the novel concept of ξ-
simsets, in this paper we focus only on internal policies.
Therefore, from now on, any reference to an operation
policy refers to an internal policy.
Considering the extraction operation, we define the
Policy-based ξ-simset extraction as follows.
Definition 5.6 (Policy-based similarity-set extraction). A
Policy-based Similarity-set ξ-extraction of a ξ-simset from
a set S is a ξ-simset S^
ξ
APS^
ξðSÞ from the ξ-Similarity Cover
of a set S holding one of the following properties:
S^
ξ

Z S^
ξ
i

 8 S^ξi APS^
ξðSÞ ð1Þ
S^
ξ

r S^ξi

 8 S^ξi APS^
ξðSÞ ð2Þ
When Expression 1 holds, we say that the ξ-extraction
follows the λ¼[Max] policy, and when Expression 2 holds,
it follows the λ¼[min] policy.
Notice that it is still possible to have more than one answer
for both policies. However, they allow that the set-theoretical
operators can be extended to ξ-simsets, and are useful to
handle data from real applications stored in DBMS.
For example, the possible extractions for the example
dataset S shown in Fig. 1 using the similarity threshold
ξ¼ 2 are [min]PS^2ðSÞ ¼ ffp2; p5gg, as there is only one
possible ξ-simset extraction from S with the minimum
number of elements, which in this example is 2; and
[Max]PS^
2ðSÞ ¼ ffp1; p3;p4g; fp3;p4; p5gg, since both ξ-simsets
have the same, largest cardinality, which is 3.
To include support for similarity sets in a DBMS, the ξ-
simset extraction can be seen as a unary operation, related to
the duplicate elimination δ Að ÞT. Thus, we use the following
notation to represent the policy-based ξ-simset extraction
operator in the Relational Algebra, according to Definition 5.6:
δ^ S d;ξ;λð Þð ÞT, where T is a database relation, S is the set of
attributes in T employed to perform the extraction, d is the
distance function for the domain of S, ξ is the similarity
threshold and λ is the extraction policy, which can be either
min or Max. Therefore, we call min and Max as extraction
policies.
Using the extraction operator δ^, it is always possible to
extract a ξ-simset from the active domain of an attribute of
an existing relation. When the relation is updated through
INSERT or DELETE operations, existing simsets already
extracted must be updated too. To maintain the consis-
tency of the update operations, we define two “maintain-
ing” policies, as follows.
Replace – This policy aims at maintaining an existing S^
ξ
,
such that whenever a new element si is inserted,
all elements sjA S^
ξ
such that si ¼^ ξsj are removed
from the dataset;
Leave – This policy aims at maintaining an existing S^
ξ
,
such that a new element si is inserted only if there
is no element sjA S^
ξ
such that si ¼^ ξsj;
In the context of the Relational Model, the statement
that an attribute can store values from a ξ-simset may be
expressed as a constraint over the attribute. It must indi-
cate the similarity threshold, one policy for maintaining
the ξ-simsets and another one for extracting ξ-simsets,
that is, either [Leave] or [Replace] for maintenance and
either [min] or [Max] for extraction. For example, let us
suppose that SQL is extended to allow representing
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similarity-based constraints. In this context, the proposed
syntax to express a table constraint to express a ξ-simset is
CONSTRAINT 〈name〉 CHECK
(SIMILARITY 〈attribute〉 UP TO 〈ξ〉 USING 〈distance_function〉
〈maintenance_policy〉 〈extraction_policy〉)
For example, the creation of a table with a primary key
PK of type CHAR(10) and an attribute Img of type STILL-
IMAGE that is a ξ-simset under the LP2 distance function
would be expressed as follows:
CREATE TABLE Tab AS (
PK CHAR(10) PRIMARY KEY,
Img STILLIMAGE,
CONSTRAINT ImgSimSet
CHECK (SIMILARITY Img UP TO 2 USING LP2 LEAVE MAX)
);
In this example, we assume that STILLIMAGE is a data
type over a metric domain using the Lp2 (Euclidean)
distance function, and that a similarity radius of 2 units
bounds the similarity threshold under that distance func-
tion. The corresponding 2-simset is maintained by the
LEAVE policy and extracted by the MAX policy, and it will
be referred to as ImgSimSet.
5.2. Binary operations over similarity-sets
Handling simsets Involves the typical operators of the
Set Theory. Now we analyze the following three binary
operations for any two ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
:
 The union: S^ξ R^ξ;
 The intersection: S^ξ R^ξ;

The difference: S^
ξ^R^ξ;
The ξ-similarity union, intersection and difference of
two SimSets can only be applied when both left and right
operands are ξ-simsets and both have the same similarity
threshold ξ. The binary operations are defined in the
following way. Operators based on maintaining policies
can be executed based solely on the involved ξ-simsets.
Operators based on extracting policies depend on the
involved ξ-simsets and on the corresponding set S.
Definition 5.7 (ξ-similarity Union). The union of two
ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
into another ξ-simset T^
ξ
, denoted as
T^
ξ ¼ S^ξ R^ξ, is the set of all elements that are either in S^ξ or
in R^
ξ
, and do not exist any two elements ti; tjA T^
ξ
such that
ti ¼^ ξtj. The policy λ performed to choose the result set is
one of the following:
Leave – The Union operator T^
ξ ¼ S^ξ R^ξ merges R^ξ over
S^
ξ
, such that each element rjA R^
ξ
is included in the
result only if there is no element siA S^
ξ
such that
si ¼^ ξrj.
Replace
– The Union operator T^
ξ ¼ S^ξ R^ξ merges S^ξ over R^ξ,
such that each element siA S^
ξ
is included in the result
only if there is no element rjA R^
ξ
such that si ¼^ ξrj.
min – The Union operator T^
ξ ¼ S^ξ R^ξ chooses the
elements aimed at generating a result ξ-simset
with the minimum cardinality, such that 8siA
S^
ξ
-( tjA T^
ξ j si ¼^ ξtj and 8riA R^
ξ
-( tjA T^
ξ j ri ¼^
ξtj.
Max – The Union operator T^
ξ ¼ S^ξ R^ξ chooses the
elements aimed at generating a result ξ-simset
with the maximum cardinality, such that 8siA S^
ξ
-( tjA T^
ξ j si ¼^ ξtj and 8riA R^
ξ
-( tjA T^
ξ j ri^
¼ ξtj.
Definition 5.8 (ξ-similarity intersection). The ξ-similarity
intersection of two ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
denoted as T^
ξ ¼
S^
ξ
R^
ξ
is the set of all elements ti in S^
ξ
⋃R^
ξ
(set union) such
that tiA S^
ξ4(rjA R^
ξjti ¼^ ξrj or tiA R^
ξ4(skA S^
ξjti ¼^ ξsk. The
policy λ follows the same one defined for the union operator,
so the corresponding ; ; ; operators exist.
Definition 5.9 (ξ-similarity difference). The ξ-similarity
difference of two ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
denoted by T^
ξ ¼
S^
ξ ^ R^ξ is the set of the elements siA S^
ξ
such that there is
no element riA R^
ξ
and si ¼^ ξrj. There is only one way to
perform the ^ operator, thus no policy is assigned to the
ξ-similarity difference operation.
Notice that the extraction of a ξ-simset over the result
of a regular operator is not equivalent to the execution
of the corresponding simset-based operator over the
ξ-extractions of the original sets. For example, consider-
ing the union operator, DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ DistinctðR; ξ; λÞ≢^
DistinctðS⋃R; ξ; λÞ.
Table 2
Properties of ξ-simset operators. Univocal indicates if the result set is
univocal (n) or not (þ).
Meaning Property Univocal
Identity S^
0 ¼ S n
Commutativity S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ þ
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ þ
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ n
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ n
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ þ
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ þ
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ n
S^
ξ
R^
ξ ^ R^ξ S^ξ n
Query policies S^
ξ fsig ^ S^
ξ fsig n
S^
ξ fsig ^ S^
ξ fsig n
Insert policies S^
ξ fsig ^ fsig S^
ξ n
S^
ξ fsig ^ fsig S^
ξ n
S^
ξ fsig ^ fsig S^
ξ þ
S^
ξ fsig ^ fsig S^
ξ þ
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Table 2 shows some properties of binary operations over
ξ-similarity-sets, where ^ stands for equivalent expres-
sions2. We do not elaborate on the formal aspects of
equivalent expressions involving ξ-simsets here, but we
say that two expressions are equivalent if and only if their
ξ-similarity covers are equal. Notice that, as shown in
Table 2, and are commutative operators, but and
are not. Moreover, policies and always generate
univocal results (the ξ-similarity cover is a unitary set), but
and generate possibly non-univocal ones.
5.3. Operations over a similarity-set and a unitary set
A unitary set is a simset. Binary operations over SimSets
involving a unitary set are useful for database operations
with ξ-simsets, including the INSERT, DELETE and QUERY
operators, as we show in the following.
Definition 5.10 (ξ-insertion). The ξ-insertion of an ele-
ment si into S^
ξ
leading to an updated ξ-simset S^
ξ
u is
equivalent to the ξ-similarity union of S^
ξ
with the unitary
set fsig. The policy λ is one of the following:
Leave – The insert operation S^
ξ
u ¼ ξInsertðS^
ξ
; siÞ ^
S^
ξ fsig inserts si into S^
ξ
only if ∄sjA S^
ξjsi ¼^ ξsj,
otherwise does nothing;
Replace – The ξ-Replace-and-insert operator S^
ξ
u ¼ ξ
RInsertðS^ξ; siÞ ^ S^
ξ fsig removes every element
sjA S^
ξjsi ¼^ ξsj from S^
ξ
and inserts si into S^
ξ
.
min – The shrink operation S^
ξ
u ¼ ξShrinkðS^
ξ
;
siÞ ^ S^
ξ fsig evaluates the cardinality of the subset
RD S^
ξ j sjAR ) si ¼^ ξsj; if jRj41 then removes
every element in R from S^
ξ
and insert si into S^
ξ
,
if jRj ¼ 0 insert si into S^
ξ
, otherwise (i.e. jRj ¼ 1)
does nothing;
Max – The expand operation S^
ξ
u ¼ ξExpandðS^
ξ
; siÞ ^
S^
ξ fsig evaluates the cardinality of the subset
RD S^
ξjsjAR ) si ¼^ ξsj; if jRj41 then does nothing,
if jRj ¼ 1 then removes the element sjAR from S^
ξ
and inserts si into S^
ξ
, if jRj ¼ 0 then inserts si into S^
ξ
.
Definition 5.11 (ξ-deletion). The ξ-deletion of an element si
from S^
ξ
leading to an updated ξ simsetS^ξu is equivalent to the
ξ-similarity difference of S^
ξ
and the unitary set fsig, S^
ξ^fsig.
Notice that, as the ξ-similarity difference operator is
insensitive to policies, there is only one operator
S^
ξ
u ¼ ξDeleteðS^
ξ
; siÞ ^ S^
ξ^fsig.
Definition 5.12 (ξ-query). The ξ-query centered over an
element si over a ξ-simset S^
ξ
verify if the simset has
at least one element ξ-similar to si. This operator
is equivalent to the ξ-similarity intersection of S^
ξ
and the
unitary set fsig. The policy λ is one of the following:
min – The ξ-Point query operator ξPqðS^ξ; siÞ ^ S^
ξ fsig
returns si if (sjA S^
ξjsi ¼^ ξsj, or ∅ otherwise.
Max – The null radius ξ-Range query operator ξRq0ðS^
ξ
;
siÞ ^ S^
ξ fsig returns the subset RD S^
ξjsjAR ) si ¼^ ξsj.
Notice that query operators are subject only to the extrac-
tion policies [min] and [Max]. However, it is interesting to
notice that maintenance policies would produce equivalent
results, as S^
ξ fsig ^ S^
ξ fsig, and S^
ξ fsig ^ S^
ξ fsig.
A final operation worth exploring for ξ-simsets is the
aggregation of elements in a dataset S into groups, each
represented by an element in S^
ξ
. For this intent we call
each siA S^
ξ
as the “representative” of all the elements sgAS
such that si ¼^ ξsg . Thus we define the following SQL syntax
extension to represent similarity grouping:
SELECT 〈f ðatribÞ〉;…
FROM Tab
GROUP BY SIMILARITY
½〈catrib〉 UP TO 〈ξ〉 USING 〈distance_function〉 j
[CONSTRAINT 〈name〉];
where 〈name〉 is a constraint maintained in the database,
〈catrib〉 is a complex attribute (that is, a metric is defined
for its domain), atrib is any attribute of the relation Tab
and f ðatribÞ is any aggregate function, such as AVG,
COUNT, etc. Notice that it is possible to specify either a
complex attribute to extract a simset on the fly or a
constraint already maintained in the database. In the
former case, the desired distance function and the simi-
larity threshold must be indicating too. In the later case,
the threshold and distance function are those defined for
the constraint. For example, consider the command
SELECT Img, Count(PK)
FROM Tab
GROUP BY SIMILARITY (Img) UP TO 10 USING LP2;
extracts a ξ-simset with radius ξ¼ 10 from the set of
images in attribute Img in table Tab, and returns each
image si in the resulting ξ-simset together with the
number of images closer than ξ to si.
6. The Distinct algorithm
The problem of extracting a ξ-simset S^
ξ
from a set S
involves representing in the ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðSÞ the set of
all ξ-similarities occurring among pairs of elements from S. It
can be seen from Definitions 5.2–5.4 that extracting SimSets is
closely related to the concept of independent dominant sets,
described in Section 3: The vertices of an independent dominant
set extracted from graph G^
ξðSÞ are a ξ-simset S^ξ for S.
Special cases, where “too similar” elements in the original
dataset constitute micro-clusters clearly distinct from each
other, allow performing the ξ-simset extraction using existing
hierarchical clustering techniques. However, when the ele-
ments are not distributed in clusters, or the clusters do not
present adequate clustering radius, or when the clusters blend
together, the best approach is to find independent dominant
sets. Unfortunately, that is an NP-hard optimization problem
that may take a polynomial time to be solved. To complete the
formulation of our SimSets, in this section we propose the
algorithm Distinct, an approximate solution to quickly and
accurately find maximum and minimum independent
2 We do not prove the commutativity and the repeatability properties
here, and we do not mention other properties such as associativity and
distributivity, due to space considerations.
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dominant sets, thus giving support to the Similarity-set
extraction using both the [Max] and [min] policies.
Algorithm DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ generates approximate, inde-
pendent dominant sets and guarantees that the result is
a SimSet. Given the maximum radius ξ among elements
that are considered “too similar”, it can always extract a
ξ-simset from a dataset S following either the [min] or the
[Max] policy. We claim that it is approximate because it is
not assured that the result has the minimum (or maximum)
cardinality. However, the cardinality will be very close to the
correct one, and exhaustive experiments performed on real
and synthetic datasets always returned the correct answer. In
a nutshell, the Distinct algorithm is twofold:
1. Generate a ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðSÞ from a metric
dataset S: G^
ξðSÞ ¼ SimGraphðS; ξÞ;
2. Obtain the ξ-similarity-set S^
ξ
from graph G^
ξðSÞ, follow-
ing the λA {[min], [Max]} policy: S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ.
The first phase generates a ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðSÞ from
the metric dataset S. It is performed by executing an auto
range-join with the range radius ξ, using any of the several
range join algorithms available in the literature. Each element
siAS becomes a node in the graph, and the auto range-join
creates an edge linking every pair (si,sj) whenever si ¼^ ξsj.
The second phase must extract a SimSet using graph
G^
ξðSÞ, based on either the [min] or the [Max] policy. Here,
we propose the Distinct algorithm to tackle that problem,
which is described in Algorithm 1. To provide an intuition
on how it works, let us use the graph in Fig. 2(a).
Algorithm 1. S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ.
Input: Dataset S, Radius ξ, Policy λ
Output: ξ-simset SimSet
1 Array Totals½jSj;
2 Set INodes, JNodes, SimSet;
3 SimSet’∅; GraphS’SimGraphðS; ξÞ;
4 foreach node si in GraphS with zero degree do
5 j remove si from GraphS and insert it into SimSet;
6 Totals[i]’degree of node si in graph GraphS;
7 Min0’ smallest value in Totals;
8 INodes’ nodes having degree Min0;
9 while edges exist in GraphS do
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
if λ is Max then
randomly select a node si from INodes;
remove every node linked to si from GraphS;
remove si from GraphS and insert it into SimSet;

if λ is min then
JNodes’ set of nodes linked to nodes in INodes;
foreach si in JNodes do
j C1½i ¼ number of nodes with degree Min0 linked to si;
foreach si in JNodes do
C2½i ¼ C1½i;
foreach sj in JNodes connected to si do
j C2½i ¼ C2½iþC1½j;

Min1’smallest value in C2;
randomly select a node si from JNodes having C2½i ¼Min1;
remove every node linked to si from GraphS;
remove si from GraphS and insert it into SimSet;

update Totals;
foreach Node si in GraphS with zero degree do
j remove si from GraphS and insert it into SimSet;
update Min0 and INodes;

30 end
According to Algorithm 1, isolated nodes, such as node
p0 in Fig. 2(a), correspond to elements in the original
dataset having no neighbors within the ξ-similarity
threshold, so they are sent to the ξ-simset and dropped
from the graph, as shown in the Line 4 of Algorithm 1. The
Fig. 2. Steps performed by algorithm S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ to obtain a ξ-simset from G^ξ , using policy λ. (a) The original dataset, (b)–(d) steps to obtain the
ξ-simset using the [Max] policy, (e)–(g) steps to obtain the ξ-simset using the [min] policy.
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algorithm is based on the node degrees, which are eval-
uated in lines 6–8. During the execution, as nodes are
being dropped from the graph, the variables Totals, Min0
and INodes are maintained updated, in Lines 26 and 29.
Nodes that become isolated during the execution of the
algorithm are moved from the graph into the ξ-simset, as
shown in Line 27. Notice that evaluating the node degrees
requires a full scan over the dataset, but thereafter, as
those variables are locally maintained, no additional scan
is required.
Let us first exemplify how the λ¼[Max] policy is evalu-
ated on our example graph from Fig. 2(a). In the first
iteration of Line 9, nodes fp1; p2; p5; p6;p12; p13; p19; p21; p22;
p24;p25g have the smallest count of edges (degree). So, one of
them is removed from the graph and inserted into the result,
in Line 10. Fig. 2(b) depicts the case when one of such nodes
(in this example, node p13) is inserted in the result, and all
the nodes linked to it are removed from the graph (in this
example node p11 is removed). Fig. 2(c) shows the graph
after all of those nodes have been inserted into the result and
the nodes linked to them removed, in successive iterations of
Line 9. Now, as nodes fp7; p10; p14;p17g have two edges each,
they are inserted into the result in the next iterations of Line
9, as shown in Fig. 2(d). As no other node remains in the
graph, the result set is the final ξ-simset, which has 16 nodes
in this example. In fact, no SimSet with more than 16 nodes
exists.
Let us now exemplify how the algorithm works for
policy λ¼[min], which is processed in Line 14. Once more
we employ the graph in Fig. 2(a) to be our running
example. In the first iteration of Line 9, the nodes having
the smallest count of edges are the same ones selected
with the λ¼[Max] policy. However, these nodes are now
employed in Line 15 to select those nodes directly linked
to them, which results in the set fp3; p4; p11; p18; p20; p23g. In
Line 16, it is counted in INodes how many neighbors each
of the selected nodes have, resulting in the counting vector
C1¼ fp3:2; p4:2; p11:2; p18:1; p20:2; p23:2g. Following, these
counts are discounted from the total number of nodes with
the minimum degree linked to each of their neighbors
in Line 18, resulting in the counting vector C2¼ fp3:0;
p4:0;p11: 2; p18:3; p20: 1; p23: 1g. As p11 is the sole
node with the minimum count (2) in C2, it is moved into
the result, also removing all of its neighbors from the graph,
what is done in Lines 22–25.
In the next iteration of Line 9, the same values result in
the counting vectors C1 and C2, this time without node
p11. Now, both nodes p20 and p23 tie with the minimum
count 1, so either of them can be inserted into the result.
Fig. 2(e) shows the graph just after this second iteration, in
which we chose to insert node p20 into the result. Proce-
eding, nodes p4 and p23 are moved to the result, as shown
in Fig. 2(f). Finally, nodes p9 and p15 are successively
moved, so the SimSet that corresponds to the final graph
shown in Fig. 2(g) is obtained, which in this example has
10 nodes. In fact, no SimSet with fewer than 10 nodes can
be extracted.
Whenever a node is moved from the graph into the
result, the graph and the corresponding degree of the
remaining nodes are updated in Line 26. Disconnected
nodes are also moved to the resulting SimSet, in Line 27.
Note that, Algorithm 1 was canonically stated for the sake
of simplicity, but it can be easily improved. First of all, Line
26 can be performed locally to Lines 12 and 24, precluding
the need to re-process large graphs. Second, when the
minimum degree is pursued for the λ¼[min] policy, all
nodes in the INodes set can be removed at once (provided
that, whenever a node is removed from the graph it is also
removed from the remaining INodes), thus reducing the
overhead of Line 27. Finally, to improve the access to
INodes and JNodes, it is recommended that both be kept
in bitmap indexes.
6.1. An analysis of the Distinct algorithm
The Distinct algorithm was designed to extract a ξ-
simset S^
ξ
from set S. This implies that G^
ξðS^ξÞ must be an
independent and a dominating set. Then, we need that S^
ξ
satisfies the following conditions:
1. Independence: There is no pair of elements (si; sj) in S^
ξ
,
such that si ¼^ ξsj;
2. Dominance: Any element siAS is either in the ξ-simset:
siA S^
ξ
or there is an element sjA S^
ξ
such that si ¼^ ξsj.
To prove that G^
ξðS^ξÞ is independent, note that in Algorithm
1 every pair of elements closer than ξ generates an edge in
GraphS. As the algorithm only finishes when there is no edge
in the graph (in Line 9) and an edge is only removed by
removing at least one of its incident nodes, after the algorithm
finishes, there will be no pair of elements closer than ξ in the
ξ-simset.
To prove that G^
ξðS^ξÞ is dominating, we guarantee that
any element si is only discarded from the ξ-simset when it
is linked by an edge in G^
ξ
to an element sj that is in the
ξ-simset, which is done in Lines 12/13 and 24/25. When
the execution finishes, every non-discarded element
belongs to the ξ-simset. In this way, we target that the
statement 2 will not be violated in the process.
It is important to highlight that this algorithm does not
aim at finding “the” maximum independent dominating
sets of a graph (or its corresponding minimum counter-
part), but a very good approximation of them. Never-
theless, we evaluated an implementation of Distinct in
Cþþ that really chooses random nodes at steps 11 and 23,
and we executed it one thousand times with the same
setting over several, varyingly sized graphs, and for every
set of executions it always returned answers with the
same number of nodes. This result gives us a strong
indication that, although it does not guarantee that the
theoretically best solution is always found, the algorithm
in practice finds it almost always.
The performance of extracting a SimSet from an existing
dataset S is affected by the choice of the join algorithm.
Although many sub-quadratic algorithms were proposed
in literature, a ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðSÞ can also be built
incrementally in the DBMS as new data approaches in a
linear complexity, thus not demanding the Distinct to wait
for G^
ξðSÞ before generating simsets.
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7. The BinOp Algorithm
Based on the Distinct algorithm, we can develop algo-
rithms to execute the binary operations over two ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
. The main point to be attained is that the results hold
the ξ-simset requirements. We developed one algorithm
called BinOp that, given two ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
, is able
to execute any of the binary operations: union S^
ξ
R^
ξ
,
intersection S^
ξ
R^
ξ
or difference S^
ξ^R^ξ, following any
police λAf[min], [Max], [Leave] or [Replace]g. It is shown as
Algorithm 2
Notice that if we generate a (traditional) set B with all
elements either in ξ-simset S^
ξ
or in ξ-simset R^
ξ
(obtainable
as B¼ S^ξ⋃R^ξ) and then extracts a ξ-Similarity Graph G^ξ(B),
then its edges will always link one element from S^
ξ
to one
element from R^
ξ
. Thus, elements occurring only in S^
ξ
or
only in R^
ξ
do not have edges in G^
ξ
(B). Fig. 3(a) illustrates
this idea, showing that only the intersection has edges.
Algorithm 2 starts creating B as a bag (duplicate
removal is not needed) with all elements either in S^
ξ
or
in R^
ξ
(Line 1) and then creates its ξ-Similarity Graph G^
ξ
(B)
(Line 2). Datasets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
must be ξ-simsets, and Lines 3
and 6 assures that. Next, the algorithm process each
operation in distinct ways. To execute a Similarity Differ-
ence ^, it removes every element from B that is linked in
to any element siA R^
ξ
and si itself (Line 10). To execute a
Similarity Intersection , the algorithm first removes
every element from B and from the graph that has zero
degree (Line 14). As edges always involves at least one
element in the intersection, Line 14 removes every ele-
ments outside the intersection of the simsets. Steps from
17 to the end execute the required policy over the resulting
Fig. 3. Binary operations for Similarity-sets: only nodes in S^
ξ
⋂R^
ξ
may have edges.
Algorithm 2. T^
ξ ¼ BinOpðS^ξ; R^ξ; ξ;Op; λÞ.
Input: Datasets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
, Radius ξ, Operation Op, Policy λ
Output: ξ-simset SimSet
1 Collection B’S^
ξ
UNION ALL R^
ξ
;
2 GraphS’SimgraphðB; ξÞ;
3 if ( Edgeðsi ; sjÞAGraphS j si ; sjA S^
ξ
then
4
5
ThrowErrorð“S^ξ is not a ξ simset”Þ;Exit;

6 if ( Edgeðsi ; sjÞAGraphS j si ; sjA R^
ξ
then
7
8
ThrowErrorð“R^ξ is not a ξ simset”Þ;Exit;

9 if Op¼ ^ then
10
11
12
13
foreach node si in GraphS that is an element in R^
ξ
do
Remove every element sj from B linked to si in GraphS;
Remove si from B;

Return B as SimSet;

14 if Op¼ then
15
16
foreach node si in GraphS with zero degree do
j Remove si from B and from GraphS;

17 if λ¼[Max] or λ¼[min] then
18 j Return DistinctðGraphS; λÞ as SimSet;
19 if λ¼[Leave] then
20
21
foreach edge si ; sj
 
AGraphS j sjA R^
ξ doj Remove sj from B;

22 else
23
24
25
λ¼ ½Replace
foreach edge si ; sj
 
AGraphS j siA S^
ξ doj Remove si from B;

26 Return B as SimSet;
26 End;
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bag B, regardless of the operation being union or inter-
section. If the policy is either Max or min, algorithm
Distinct is directly applied in step 17 to obtain the result.
If the policy is Leave or Replace, respectively steps 19 or 23
remove elements participating in edges from the proper
side R^
ξ
or S^
ξ
to obtain the result.
8. Experiments
We performed experiments to evaluate the proposed
S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ algorithm, testing its performance and
stability when processing large sets of real world data, as
well as synthetic data. We also performed experiments on
meteorological data, where the SimSet concept was app-
lied to suggest a better distribution of meteorological stat-
ions across the Brazilian territory. We used a machine with
Intel Pentium I7 2.67 GHz processor and 8Gb RAM.
Four different datasets were used, which are described
as follows.
 Synthetic graphs: To evaluate the correctness and
performance of the Distinct algorithm, we generated
synthetic graphs using the well-known “preferential
attachment” method [29], and random graphs with
fixed density ratio of edges per node. Both kinds of
synthetic graphs were created varying the average
number of edges per node as percentages of edges in
an equivalent complete graph.
 USA cities: This datasets is composed of the 25,682
USA cities coordinates.3 It was employed to generate
ξ-simsets with varying ξ-radius as distances among
cities. As the cities are represented using longitudes
and latitudes, the Spherical Law of Cosines was used as
the distance function.
 USA road network: This dataset is composed of coor-
dinates of street and road intersections from Road
Network of USA regions.4 We used the datasets of
streets from New York City, San Francisco bay area
and Colorado State, and the node and edge quantities in
each dataset are shown in Table 3.
 Climate Dataset: We used two datasets of climate data.
The first Dataset – ClimateSensor – contains daily
weather values for maximum and minimum tempera-
ture and precipitation from 1131 meteorological sta-
tions covering the complete Brazilian territory. The
second Dataset – ClimateModel – has climate time
series with estimated measurements of 42 atmospheric
attributes, such as precipitation, temperature, humidity
and pressure, generated using the Eta-CPTEC climate
model [30]. In our experiments we used data of the
year of 2012 restricted to attributes maximum and
minimum temperature and precipitation, to compare
the results with the ClimateSensor dataset.
Algorithm S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ was implemented in Cþþ .
To allow its validation, it was implemented including a truly
randomized selection in Lines 11 and 23. Each evaluation was
executed a thousand times, and the results were always eva-
luated counting the cardinality of the resulting ξ-simset, for
both policies. As expected, the extracted elements vary
between each distinct executions, but the number of retrieved
elements is always the same, confirming that the algorithm is
indeed stable.
We evaluated the execution time of the Distinct algo-
rithm, considering that the ξ-similarity graph G^
ξðSÞ is
already built for the datasets using the incremental appr-
oach aforementioned. Note that the results reported in this
section are the average of running each experiment over
the respective dataset that number of times (10% of the
number of elements in the original dataset).
8.1. Evaluation of the Distinct algorithm over the synthetic
datasets
Our first experiment employs the synthetic graphs to
evaluate the general behavior of algorithm S^
ξ ¼Distinct
ðS; ξ; λÞ, including its stability and performance. We mea-
sured the number of elements included in the ξ-simsets
while increasing the number of nodes and edges in the
ξ-similarity graph.
Fig. 4 reports the experimental results obtained by
executing the algorithm over synthetic graphs varying
the number of nodes from 1 to 21,000, and varying the
number of edges from 0.1% to 1% of the total number of
edges, relative to a complete graph containing the same
number of nodes (e.g., for graph with 1,000 nodes and
1;000999
2 ¼ 500;000 edges, the graphs were generated with
from 500 up to 5,000, edges approximately). These set-
tings were chosen to generate nodes with average degree
from 1 to 10, a reasonable assumption for the number of
elements within a similarity threshold for many real
situations. The graphs were generated by the preferential
attachment method. We measured the number of ele-
ments in the resulting ξ-simset as well as the running time
of the Distinct algorithm.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the number of nodes resulting
from policies [Max] and [min], respectively. As expected,
the more edges the graph has, the less nodes exist in the
ξ-simset, as more edges implies more neighbors for each
node, leading the algorithm to exclude an increasingly
higher number of nodes for each node included in the
ξ-simset.
Fig. 4(c) and (d) shows the time spent to process
each graph, also following policies and [min] respec-
tively. As it can be seen, the node cardinality affects the
algorithm's performance, as increasing the number of
nodes demands more processing time. For policy [Max]
increasing the number of nodes also demands more
processing time. On the other hand, increasing the
number of edges for policy [min] has a varying effect.
Up to a certain node degree, more edges improve the
performance, as shown in Fig. 4(d), and only after a
while more edges increase the running time. Summing
up, the results show that the algorithm is scalable and
its performance is based on both the number of nodes
and edges in the SimGraph.
3 http://www.census.gov, accessed in 2013, September.
4 http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/challenge9/download.shtml, accessed in
2013, September.
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Fig. 5 shows the result of experiments performed with
random graphs with fix density ratio of edges per node.
Each subfigure shows the results of processing graphs with
a varying number of nodes but maintaining the same
proportion of edges per node. Again, we measured the
resulting number of nodes and the time spent for the two
policies, analyzing how the algorithm scales with the
number of nodes in the graph.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the resulting number of nodes
for policies [Max] and [min], respectively. We can notice
that as the relative number of nodes increases, the number
of elements in the ξ-simset also increases, in a sub-linear
way for both policies.
Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows the time spent to process the
graphs, also following the [Max] and [min] policies,
respectively. As it can be seen, again the major impact
on performance is directly given by the number of
nodes in the graph. However, now varying the number
of edges has a smaller impact, as the node degree
uniformity leads each node to have about the same
proportion of edges.
8.2. Evaluation of the BinOp algorithm over the synthetic
datasets
Our next experiment employs synthetic graphs to
evaluate the scalability of algorithm T^
ξ ¼ BinOpðS^ξ; R^ξ; ξ;
Op; λÞ. In this experiment, we employed graphs with
varying number of nodes and number of edges and extra-
cted the corresponding ξ-simsets. Thereafter, we per-
formed the similarity binary operations.
Consider two datasets S and R, and their respective
ξ-simsets S^
ξ
and R^
ξ
. We performed the following binary
similarity operations.
 Difference: S^ξ^R^ξ;
 Intersection: S^ξ R^ξ;
 Union: S^ξ R^ξ;
Each plot in Fig. 6 shows the time spent to perform
each operator, varying the number of nodes. Also, each
curve corresponds to graphs with different number of
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edges, again given by the percentage of edges from a
complete graph with the same number of nodes.
Fig. 6(a) shows the time spent to perform the Differ-
ence operations S^
ξ^R^ξ, while Fig. 6(b) shows the time
spent to perform the Intersection operations S^
ξ
R^
ξ
. Note
that the complexity of both operations is similar, present-
ing similar behavior. The processing time increases as the
datasets increase, but the number of edges have less
influence on the result of Simgraph(S^
ξ
UNION ALL R^
ξ
; ξ).
Fig. 6(c) shows the time spent to perform the Union
operations S^
ξ
R^
ξ
. In this case, it can be seen that as
number of edges in Simgraph(S^
ξ
UNION ALL R^
ξ
; ξ) incre-
ases, the time spent for performing the Union operation
also increases.
8.3. Evaluation of the USA cities dataset
This section reports the results of experiments that
employ the USA Cities dataset, aiming at validating the
Distinct algorithm over real datasets. As the dataset con-
tains the geographical positioning of cities, that is, points
distributed in a Euclidean two-dimensional space, it is also
useful to obtain an intuition of the algorithm behavior over
a dataset that is more easily understandable to us. A pos-
sible scenario using this dataset would be the possibility to
find strategical cities to reach a broad territory coverage
using few hubs. For this experiment, we generated multi-
ple similarity graphs from the cities coordinates, resulting
from range joins performed at different radius. In the
experiment, we varied the radius ξ from 10 km up to
60 km in 10 km increments. The idea here is that two or
more cities closer than the radius can be represented by a
single one.
Fig. 7 shows the results. Fig. 7(a) shows the number of
edges in the Similarity Graph, that is, the number of city
pairs closer than the corresponding ξ. Fig. 7(b) shows the
number of cities in the ξ-simset for each ξ, for both policies
[Max] and [min], extracted from the original 25,682 USA
cities. It is interesting to notice that, although increasing
the distance threshold tends to reduce the cardinality of
the ξ-simset, the curves of variation for both policies are
not monotonic. This occurs most probably due to the fact
that larger, more important cities attract many smaller
cities to their borders, in a way that increasing the thresh-
old distance tends to increase the number of those
neighbors, but also makes the bordering cities farther
from each other, creating a “waving” effect on the number
of cities closer to the city in the center, but not close to
each other. Fig. 7(c) shows the total time in logarithmic
scale to execute the Distinct algorithm.
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8.4. Evaluation of the USA road network dataset
The third experiment was performed on the USA road
networks graphs, for New York City, San Francisco bay area
and Colorado State. Whereas the previous one was per-
formed over graphs generated by an auto-range join algor-
ithm, this experiment used the graph directly provided by
the application. In the original dataset, each node corre-
sponds to a road intersection, thus an edge corresponds
road segment. The ξ-simset enables each address to be
assigned to a single nearest road intersection.
For this experiment, we just converted the distance digr-
aphs from the road networks into the unweighted, non-
directed similarity graph. This experiment allows us to explore
the average proportion of nodes (road intersections) that are
retained in the ξ-simset using a dataset where the notion of
closeness is intuitive. The numbers of nodes and edges of each
original graph are shown in Table 3.
The results of applying the algorithm Distinct using
policies [Max] and [min] on the graphs are showed in
Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Our objective at exploring
these real graphs is to analyze the cardinality proportion
between each original set and the extracted ξ-simset.
Table 4 shows the number of nodes remaining in the
ξ-simset, its percentage compared to the original dataset
and the time spent to generate the SimSet using the [Max]
policy. It is interesting to see that the resulting number of
nodes is always around 49% and 51%.
Table 5 shows the same measurements using the [min]
policy. They confirms that the resulting number of nodes is
proportional to the input cardinality, in this case being between
32% and 35%. The results of both tables show that, even if the
datasets are from distinct regions, it shows that the pattern of
road intersections follows a quite similar distributions.
8.5. A practical case study: evaluating the climate dataset
A climate model is a mathematical formulation of
atmospheric behavior based on Navier–Stokes equations
over a detailed land representation. The equations are
iteratively evaluated over the atmosphere segmented as
cubes of fixed sizes, executing the simulation in time steps
that span several years in few hours steps. Each simulation
runs during several weeks in large supercomputers of
the climate research centers. For the experiment repo-
rted here, we used the Eta-CPTEC climate model [30].
The model analyzed the entire South America creating a
0.40.4 degrees (Latitude Longitude) grid.
In this experiment we employed three atmospheric
measures: maximum temperature, minimum temperature
and precipitation. We took the first simulated value for each
month of year 2012, for each of the 9507 geographical
coordinate simulated in the grid. Thus, each point is repre-
sented as an array of 3n12¼36 climate measurements, plus
its latitude and longitude. Our objective is to answer the
following question: “If we want to validate the climate model
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(and improve our ability to make accurate climate predictions),
where should we put a limited number of meteorological
stations across the Brazilian territory so that we can best follow
the climate variability specific of each region?”. Similarity was
defined as a weighted Euclidean distance, where the geo-
graphical coordinates weight 50% (25% each) and the climate
measures equally share the other 50%. Thus, it acknowledges
the climate variability at each region, and we included the
geographical coordinates to also force the distribution of
sensor stations over the full territory, although at a lesser
importance.
8.5.1. SimSets of meteorological stations
Producing SimSets from the Climate dataset help dis-
covering areas that demand distinct sensor distribution,
based on the measures already calculated. Previous work
indicated that SimSets aid the task of placing of meteor-
ological stations by using climate models [31]. So, here we
explore more options by changing the input parameters,
exploring specific regions and applying binary operations
to identify the best location for new stations.
Areas with higher variations of the atmospheric mea-
sures should deserve more monitoring stations. In this
scenario, the min policy is the preferred policy as the
objective is to minimize the number of stations.
For comparison, Fig. 8(a) shows the distribution of
the meteorological network of sensor stations currently
existing in Brazil.5 As it can be seen, most of the stations
are concentrated on regions of high population density
(south and east regions). SimSets may contribute to this
scenario, pointing out which stations could be turned off
and suggesting the best locations to install new ones,
based on the similarity of sensors using the simulated
data predicted by the climate models.
Fig. 8(b) shows a SimSet obtained by the DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ
algorithm, using ξ¼ 0:75 and policy λ¼min, suggesting a
good distribution of sensors all over the Brazilian territory.
The Distinct algorithm took approximately 2 min to exe-
cute in a machine with a Intel Pentium I7 2.67 GHz
processor and 8Gb RAM. This setting produces a smaller
number of sensors (647), compared to the number of real,
existing ones (1132). We set the experiment in this way so
that it is easy to visualize and interpret the results in the
low resolution that we are able to plot in this paper. Other
ξ-simsets with higher cardinalities can be generated by
reducing the similarity threshold. In fact, we generated
several different SimSets extensively modifying the para-
meters. However, although the number of suggested sta-
tions and their exact location varies between runs with
distinct settings, the overall distribution closely follows
the one shown in Fig. 8(b) and the corresponding analysis
always remain equivalent.
Analyzing the selected sensors, we see that forests
(Amazon rainforest on the northwest and the Highlands
in the central region) require more sensors than the desert
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Fig. 7. Results of executing S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ over US cities within
varying distances. (a) Number of city pairs within ξ, (b) number of nodes
in the result, (c) average time spent.
Table 3
USA road networks graphs dataset.
Graph name Number of nodes Number of edges
New York City 264,346 733,846
San Francisco Bay Area 321,270 800,172
Colorado 435,666 1,057,066
Table 4
Statistics for the [Max] policy.
Graph name jS^ξj [Max] policy Time spent (min)
New York City 128,738 (49%) 67.95
San Francisco Bay Area 164,444 (51%) 89.83
Colorado 223,532 (51%) 171.02
Table 5
Statistics for the [min] policy.
Graph name jS^ξj [min] policy Time spent (min)
New York City 84,745 (32%) 36.05
San Francisco Bay Area 111,606 (35%) 69.72
Colorado 148,278 (34%) 122.90
5 Source: http://www.agritempo.gov.br/estacoes.html
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or semi-arid areas (north and northeast). This finding
reveals that the best places to build stations with regard
to climate monitoring are not followed by the existing
network, which was historically driven from the point of
view of economics and easy access. Interestingly, using the
climate model data, our SimSets kind of “refuse” to put
sensors close to densely populated areas (as for example
close to São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Recife cities). We also
see in Fig. 8(b) that the rivers indeed require close
monitoring, like those close to the Amazon River and the
other main Brazilian basins. Moreover, the headwaters of
the drainage basins were selected as requiring more
stations than the main water stream (as it can be seen at
the Amazon, São Francisco and Paraná basins). Finally, note
that all of those analysis are consistent with the theory and
were confirmed by meteorologists.
8.5.2. Binary operations over SimSets of meteorological
stations
The previous analysis pointed out an alternative distribu-
tion of grounded sensors based on climate data, but it did not
considered the existing sensors to build new ones or to
disable unnecessary ones. Operating with SimSets of existing
and prospective stations can help in this subject. The BinOp
Fig. 8. (a) Distribution of the existing network of meteorological stations in Brazil. (b) Distribution of stations selected from the Climate dataset using
Distinct with min policy.
Fig. 9. (a) Distribution of the existing network of meteorological stations in the southeast and south of Brazil. (b) Distribution of stations selected from the
existing real station network using Distinct with min policy.
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algorithm described in Section 7 allows using the binary
operations to compare both the real and the simulated data.
For this experiment, we used a subset of 283 sensors
from ClimateSensor as the real R dataset, located in south
and southeast of Brazil. The simulated dataset S is the
subset of the Climate dataset that covers the same region
covered by dataset R. The same atmospheric attrib-
utes of the ClimateModel dataset were considered. We
employed as the real sensors those that have time series
covering the same periods covered by the simulated data,
so R and S can be directly compared. For example, the
difference SR will give us the best places to build new
sensors.
The BinOp algorithm requires that both input datasets
are ξ-simsets. Thus, we processed both S and R using the
same parameters employed for Section 8.5.1. A ξ-simset R^
ξ
extracted from dataset R corresponds to a relevant set of
sensors, eliminating unnecessary ones.
Fig. 9(a) shows the distribution of the existing network
of meteorological stations in the south and southeast of
Brazil (set R), while Fig. 9(b) shows the ξ-simset from it,
which we used as R^
ξ
. Note that sensors that are in Fig. 9(a)
but not in Fig. 9(b) are close, real sensors that report
similar measurements. Thus, the Distinct algorithm con-
sidered them unnecessary, and they could be turned off to
save power or be reallocated.
In order to identify where to install new stations, con-
sidering the existing ones, the binary operation S^
ξ^R^ξ pro-
duces the desired set. Fig. 10(a) shows the location of the new
stations to build. Notice that they tend to avoid the regions
where there is a dense distribution of stations, even if the
positions of the simulated data are not the same of the
existing stations. However, they indicate some stations even
in dense regions whenever enough measurement divergences
are expected to occur, as for example in the south.
Finally, the map for the new and existing stations is
obtained by the similarity union R^
ξ
S^
ξ
, which is shown in
Fig. 10(b).
9. Conclusion
In this paper we introduced the novel concept of “similar-
ity-sets”, or SimSets for short. A “set” is a data structure
holding a collection of elements that has no duplicates. A
SimSet S^
ξ
is a data structure without any pair of elements
si; sjA S^
ξ
such that dðsi; sjÞrξ, where dðsi; sjÞ measures the
(dis)similarity between both elements and ξ is a similarity
threshold. The ξ-simset concept extends the idea of “sets” in a
way that SimSets with similarity threshold ξ do not include
two elements more similar than ξ, that is, in a ξ-simset S^
ξ
there are no two elements si; sjA S^
ξ
such that si ¼^ ξsj.
Similarity-sets are in fact a generalization of sets: a set is a
ξ-simset where ξ¼ 0, because the ¼^ ξ comparison operator is
equivalent to “¼” for ξ¼ 0. Therefore, the concept of SimSets
is adequate to perform similarity queries and gives the
underpinning to include them into the Relational Model,
and in most DBMS.
Besides the conceptual definition of ξ-simsets, we
presented the similarity union, intersection and difference
operators to manipulate ξ-simsets. Moreover, we pre-
sented operators for maintaining existing ξ-simsets by
providing operators for insertion, deletion and query over
ξ-simsets.
The operator to extract a ξ-simset from a metric dataset
S was presented as the S^
ξ ¼DistinctðS; ξ; λÞ algorithm, that
is able to generate ξ-simsets following either the [min] or
the [Max] policies and guaranteeing the S^
ξ
extraction
properties to validate our proposal. Additionally, we pre-
sented the BinOp algorithm, which executes any binary
operations between ξ-simsets following four policies:
[min], [Max], [Leave] and [Replace].
Algorithm Distinct was evaluated using several synthetic
and real world datasets, which showed that it is robust, is
applicable to several kinds of data and can be employed to
answer interesting questions of real applications. The results
from the experiments on synthetic datasets revealed how the
Distinct's performance is affected by the edge density ratio and
Fig. 10. (a) Location of new stations to build according to the similarity set resulted from S^
ξ ^ R^ξ . (b) Result of a similarity union R^ξ S^ξ between real
stations and new stations from simulated data.
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the number of nodes and edges in a graph, as well as the
BinOp algorithm. The results showed that the algorithms are
scalable and fast to execute.
The obtained results from real datasets showed that
SimSets can help solving real problems and can be calibrated
by modifying its parameters. In future work, it would be
interesting to have real users testing new applications to
analyze the influence of the user-based aspects.
Once defined the SimSet concept and its operations in
DBMS, one can develop suitable query operators for the
relation model, along with properties between operators
for inclusion in relational databases. Moreover, the concept
of SimSet can be used to optimize some complex similarity
queries and even aid similarity joins methods.
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